We introduce and discuss a dynamics of interaction of risky assets in a portfolio by resorting to methods of statistical mechanics developed to model the evolution of systems whose microscopic state may be augmented by variables which are not mechanical. Statistical methods are applied in the present paper in order to forecast the dynamics of risk/return efficient frontier for equity risk. Specifically, we adopt the methodologies of the kinetic theory for active particles (KTAP) with stochastic game-type interactions and apply the proposed model to a case study analyzing a subset of stocks traded in Milan Stock Exchange. In particular, we evaluate the efficient risk/return frontier within the mean/variance portfolio optimization theory for 13 principal components of the Milan Stock Exchange and apply the proposed kinetic model to forecast its short-term evolution (within one year). The model has the aim to pave the way to many different research perspectives and applications discussed eventually in the paper. In particular, the case of efficient frontier obtained by minimizing the Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) is introduced and a preliminary result is proposed.
Introduction
The interest in the measurement and mathematical modelization of market risk is strongly supported by the information that it can provide to market stability and portfolio management in general. In fact, the global financial crisis of 2007-2008 raised many issues about prudential regulations and witnessed the importance of resorting to mathematical modeling to test and eventually verify regulatory rules as those of Basel Accords [1] .
Financial dynamics resemble the scaling laws that characterize physical systems with large numbers of interacting units [2] . It is worth noticing that, as many complex systems, financial systems reflect the dynamic interaction of a large number of interacting agents, resulting in a systemic behaviour difficult to predict and control [3, 4] .
Many well established models of economic systems apply methods of statistical mechanics and many of them come from the kinetic theory of rarefied gas, thus adopting the Boltzmann Equations [5, 6] . In Reference [5] , for instance, power law tails of Pareto type has been retrieved for the wealth distribution obtained as quasi-stationary solution and one of the authors introduced kinetic model of welfare dynamics in Reference [7] .
Methods of statistical mechanics and of the kinetic theory's approach have been developed by Helbing, who modeled individual interactions by methods of game theory. A unified approach, suitable to link methods of the statistical mechanics, kinetic theory and game theory, is proposed
The Risk/Return Efficient Frontier in Portfolio Management
Market risk has been traditionally measured by the variance (or standard deviation) of portfolio returns and credit risk management adopted this point of view as well. We will discuss later in the paper different measures of risk that are now more commonly used in risk management. However, we initially set our model within the classical Markowitz portolio optimization framework [36, 37] , that is, using variance (or standard deviation) as a measure of risk and discuss in the paper generalizations of a coherent measure of risk [38] (see the Appendix A: CVaR as a coherent measure of risk).
We here briefly recall some basic assumptions of portfolio optimization and, at the same time, set the notation that will be used throughout the paper.
Suppose having a portfolio of n risky assets whose composition is determined by the weights w i , i = 1, . . . , n, normalized such that ∑ n i=1 w i = 1. Markowitz portfolio theory characterizes return and risk of the portfolio through a weighted average of the first and second moment, respectively, of the time series of returns of the risky assets. Specifically, if r i is the i-th asset mean return and σ ij the covariance between any pair of assets i and j, the return of the portfolio of risky asset is the sum of the returns of the individual assets, scaled by the weights, that is,
and its variance is
Passing to the matrix notation, the loss is therefore
where r = {r 1 , . . . , r n } and the superscript indicate the transpose of the vector w = {w 1 , . . . , w n }.
In our modelling setting another important quantity is the Pearson correlation coefficient, which for each pair of assets reads
with −1 < ρ ij < 1 and with σ i = σ ii variance of the i-th asset in the portfolio. Portfolio theory in the mean-variance approach is mostly based on some basic assumptions; one of them being the "compactness"of the distributions of stock returns, which can be viewed as the continuity of stock prices [39] . Of course, for instance assuming the presence of transaction costs, should mean that skewness and other higher moments shouldn't be entirely ignored. Moreover, some dramatic events determining high percentages of loss in the stock market prices are ruled out. However, in a first approach we will consider that the conditions for mean-variance (or mean-standard deviation) apply. In the research perspectives we will discuss some details about generalizing these quite restrictive assumptions. Another point worth mentioning is that the theory assumes the normality of stock returns distributions [39] . This is not the case usually, but an argument is that even if asset returns are not exactly normal, the distribution of returns of a large portfolio should resemble a normal distribution.
Efficient Frontier
A main goal of quantitative investment managers and risk managers is to choose the proportions of various assets to be held in a portfolio by using methods of portfolio optimization, which aims to maximize a measure or proxy for a portfolio's return contingent on a measure or proxy for a portfolio's risk [36, 37] . Basically, Markowitz theory is based on a portfolio choice problem in which one looks for the minimum risk related to a given level of return or the maximum return related to a given level of risk. Portfolios satisfying these criteria are said to be efficient and the line connecting point in the risk/return plane characterizing the risks and returns of these portfolios forms a curve called the efficient frontier. The risk/return efficient frontier characterizes the risk/return opportunities available to an investor with the minimum variance, once the return of the portfolio is fixed, or, vice versa, with the maximum return, fixed the variance, that is, the risk of the portfolio. For any portfolio below the line of the efficient frontier, there is a portfolio that has the same variance (i.e., "riskiness") but a greater expected return, that is, it is inefficient.
Statement of the Problem and Derivation of the Mathematical Structure
In our model we are facing the topic regarding diversification in a portfolio, that is, the case in which investments are made in a wide variety of assets in order to limit the exposure to risk of a particular security.
Due to the fact that our focus is on diversification, we simplify our analysis to the case of idiosyncratic risk without considering systemic risk, which is non-diversifiable.
We derive a mathematical structure to model the resulting collective dynamics of n efficient portfolios of assets by adopting the KTAP approach [13, 14] . The mathematical structure is the discretization of a class of integro-differential equations modelling the evolution of the probability distribution over the microscopic state of the interacting entities. By assuming the Markowitz modelling framework we characterize risk by the variance and return by the mean and, in particular, each asset represented by an a-particle possesses a microscopic characteristic representing its variance (asset volatility). The variance at the current time is evaluated from the historical time series of the market prices of the asset.
Following Reference [39] , we adopt the point of view that the proper way to assess the risk of an individual asset is through its impact on the volatility of the entire portfolio.
A portfolios' riskiness is discretized, so that it assumes n integer values I = {i = 1, . . . , n}, ranging from the portfolio with the lowest risk to the one with the highest risk (assuming a reasonable minimal and maximal value). As a consequence, we have chosen a discrete activity variable as a natural choice in this problem in which the activity variable is going to characterize the 'riskiness' of a finite and discrete number of efficient portfolios.
The overall state of the system is described, according to the KTAP approach, by the discrete probability (see Reference [7] for instance for an application in wealth distribution):
representing the (normalized) distribution of risk of a given number of efficient portfolios, say n portfolios, and satisfying the following constraint
for a fixed time interval [0, T].
From an applicative point of view, given a set of assets, we use their historical time series of market prices, and solve n optimization problems that allows one to choose n optimal portfolios among the feasible set of portfolios, each of them characterized by an increasing level of riskiness. The optimal portfolios are then the efficient ones, that is, each of them is maximizing the return given the risk (the vice versa situation of minimizing the risk, given the return follows an analogous procedure).
By balancing in the elementary volume of the space of micro-state the inlet and the outlet fluxes one gets the following system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs):
with the initial condition
An appropriate interpretation of the phenomenology is needed in order to derive the appropriate explicit expression of the following quantities:
• η hk -the interaction rate, that is, the frequency of interactions of the test a-particle with a field a-particle;
• B i hk -the probability that the test a-particle in the h-th risk state shifts to the i-th risk state due to an encounter with a field a-particle in the k-th risk state.
Transition probabilities satisfy the following natural constraints
and the encounter rate is such that
Modelling the Dynamics of Risky Assets in a Portfolio
To derive the model for the dynamics of portfolios' riskiness, we need to trasfer the interpretation of the phenomenology of the observed system into a heuristic specification for the transition probabilities and the interaction rates. Then, by introducing the explicit terms into the general mathematical structure (7) we get the desired model.
To set the explicit epression for the transition probabiliies, we have chosen an approach borrowing tools derived from game theory [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , and assuming a stochastic outcome for any binary interaction, typically related to the presence of risk, that is, to uncertainty.
The hallmarks that we use to model the transition probability density that characterizes the probability of the interacting agents to shift their riskiness status, that is, to change (by lowering or rising) their riskiness, are illustrated in the following.
When a pair of assets "interacts", i.e., they belong to the same efficient portfolio, the output of the interaction determines a (possible) increase in riskiness if the correlation coefficient between them is positive and a (possible) decrease in the riskiness if the correlation coefficient is negative. Eventually, if the two assets are uncorrelated, there is no shift in the portfolio risk to which they belong. The frequency of interactions depends on the weights of the interacting a-particle in each portfolio. Then, we can say that each a-particle, that is, each asset in the portfolio, has binary interactions with the other a-particles, delivering a hiding-chasing stochastic game driven by the correlations between each pair of involved a-particles.
According to the above guidelines, the transition probabilities are constructed by distinguishing among three cases:
1. Interactions between uncorrelated a-particles (ρ hk = 0), or of an a particle with itself (h = k):
2. Interactions between positively correlated a-particles (ρ hk > 0):
3. Interactions between negatively correlated a-particles (ρ hk < 0):
It is straightforward to verify that the above introduced transition probabilities verify the properties (9, 10) . In proposing the basic model, binary interactions are assumed to be linear, depending on the correlation coefficient which is assumed to be the constant one measured at the current time. However, a research perspective would be that of considering that the correlation coefficient between any pair of assets updates with the time evolution of the portfolio, maybe leading to a more precise forecasting.
The encounter rate η hk determines the frequency of interactions of pairs of a-particles, that is, of assets belonging to the same portfolio. Among different possibilities to model it, we have chosen to apply the following reasoning: the frequency of interactions roughly speaking "weights "the effect of one asset with respect to another one in the portfolio and then, we model the encounter rate through the average of the weights of the interacting asset in the different portolios of the efficient frontier, that is,
where the vector w h characterizes the weights of the h-th asset, each component representing the weight in the corresponding efficient portfolio of the risk-return frontier. Then, for instance the first component of w h is the weight of the h-th asset in the first portfolio of the efficient frontier. It is worth noticing that by adopting this viewpoint, the frequency of interaction depends only on the test a-particle (with index h in this case).
A Case Study on Principal Components of Milan Stock Exchange
To derive a short-term evolution of the risk profile of n efficient portfolios we use as initial condition in the mathematical structure (7) the (normalized) frequency distribution of risk obtained by applying the Markowitz portfolio optimization, with the simplifying constraint of no short positions allowed (i.e., w i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n), on the following randomly chosen 13 stocks traded in the Milan Stock Exchange (Table 1) : We used monthly historical time series of prices for the above listed 13 components of the FTSE.mib over a time period of 5 years, ranging from 30/06/2014 to 28/06/2019, using 61 time recording of the market prices for the above introduced 13 stocks. The histograms of distributions of logarithmic returns are summarized in Figure 1 : where for each stock the related histogram represents the logaritmic return of the asset (i.e., ln P t P t−1 with P t price at time t) on the market (in the abscissa) and the corresponding frequency of observation.
Among them, we derive the weights of the portfolio maximizing the Sharpe ratio SR = r p −r f σ p , with r f risk-free rate of return. The risk and return of this portfolio is a point in the risk/return plane, indicated by the yellow star in Figure 2 . The risk free rate r f has been fixed at 0.01. Although the risk proxy in mean-variance is the variance of portfolio returns, the standard deviation of portfolio returns is usually displayed, and we adopt the same notation here. 
Results and Discussion
We use the risk distribution obtained by the mean-variance optimization performed on the given panel data of stock returns as initial data in the system of Equation (7) with the proposed modellization of the probabilities of transition and encounter rate. The vector of correlation coefficients for each pair of asset has been evaluated through the covariance matrix obtained from the historical time series of the panel data for the 13 stocks of the Milan Stock Exchange given in Table 1 using a time window of 5 years. The initial condition (8) representing the risk profile for the 13 efficient portfolios obtained with the 13 stocks is graphically represented on the left of Figure 3 below. Once evaluated the matrices of transition probabilities and encounter rate, we plug them into the system of ODEs (7) . A graphical representation of the solution at time T = 10 (months) is showed on the right part of the figure.
Moreover, in this section we discuss future research directions within the framework of our model and propose some preliminary numerical experiments.
Basel Committee Capital Accords and the CVaR as Risk Measure
Basel Accords [1] try to define rules in order to evaluate the capital necessary to support a bank's portfolio. Basically, regulators need to ensure clear rules to measure the minimal capital requirements. The first document has been introduced in 1988 and then revisioned in Basel II and Basel III and set the guidelines and rules for measuring, managing and reporting the banks' risk exposures, fundamentally requiring the use of analytical approaches.
The evalution of minimal capital requirements depends on the calculation of the probability distribution of the portfolio loss. In fact, the equity capital allocated to the portfolio must be equal to the percentile of the distribution of the portfolio loss that corresponds to the desired probability (e.g., about 0.001 for the AA quality). Credit risk modelling has the goal to obtain an estimate of the risk, expressed as statistics (usually quantiles) of the potential loss distribution within a chosen time period (in the financial industry, it is usually taken as one year). At the basis of Basel Accords there is the model introduced by Vasicek [40]. There exist different measures to evaluate potential losses. Value-at-Risk (VaR), for instance, calculates the maximum potential loss at a certain confidence level (e.g., a 97.5% VaR measures a loss that is expected to be exceeded only 2.5% of the time), while Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) evaluates the average loss above the same confidence level (e.g., a 97.5% CVaR measures the average of the worst 2.5% of losses). VaR calculates then the losses at a single threshold in the distribution (e.g., 97.5%), whereas CVaR averages all losses exceeding the thereshold in the distribution. For this reason, CVaR is more efficient than VaR measures to capture the tail risks. As a consequence, even if the same threshold is used, the value of CVaR is higher than the value of VaR. The importance of this point is expecially relevant in presence of fat-tailed distributions. As a consequence, in the revised risk management framework, the 97.5th percentile CVaR is roughly equivalent to the 99th percentile VaR used in Basel 2.5.
Measures of risk can be used as (extra) capital requirements to regulate the risk, however, how to measure financial risk is a long debated topic with primary focus on coherence properties [38] of the proposed quantities, in particular subaddittivity (see the Appendix B at the end of the paper).
The Basel Committee has proposed to substitute the VaR with the CVaR in the regulatory framework on market risks. Having this in mind, in the following we show the graphical representation of the efficient frontier obtained by minimizing the CVaR [41] to make the comparison with the mean/variance efficient frontier, for the proposed panel of data. To describe the probability distribution of returns we used a finite sample of return scenarios y s , s = 1, . . . , S, where each y s is a vector that contains the returns for each of the n assets under the scenario s [41] . The efficient frontiers obtained with the mean-variance optimization (dashed-line) and with the CVaR optimization (solid line) are showed in Figure 4 . Moreover, we graphically compare the weights for the 13 portfolios obtained with the two different approaches in Figure 5 . We now use the risk distribution obtained by the CVaR optimization on the same panel of stock returns as initial data in the system of Equation (7), with the proposed modellization of the transition probabilities and encounter rate and, of course, the same vector of correlation coefficients as previously. The initial condition (8) representing the risk profile for the 13 efficient portfolios obtained with the 13 stocks is graphically represented on the left of Figure 6 below. We then apply the some procedure as in the case of the mean-variance efficient frontier. A graphical representation of the solution at time T = 10 (months) is showed on the right part of Figure 6 .
We have proposed the model in its simplest form, in order to express the underlying logic. It is worth noticing, however, that the KTAP approach is suitable to be applied in a more general way, allowing the better management of the heterogeneity of the different efficient portfolios. In particular, the concept of functional subsystem, applied by two of the authors of Reference [30] , may be usefully applied to enhance the effect of the heterogeneity of the portfolios and of possible network interactions among them. Another research perspective might be that of introducing non linear transition probabilities by considering that the correlation coefficient between any pair of assets updates with the time evolution of the portfolio, so that it will depend of the probability distribution of the activity variable itself. This source of nonlinearity would allow the model to be more consistent with real-world features of the market. Introducing a continuous probability distribution for the activity variable representing risk would also lead to interesting research perspectives, mainly from a mathematical point of view. Finally, we just notice here that we have simply chosen randomly the basket of stocks among the 30 principal components of the Milan Stock Exchange. However, basing on the theory of portfolios' management, we imagine that the more the distribution of returns of a stock differs from a normal distribution, the more the two methods based on VaR or CVaR differ. Of course, this simple intuition has to be supported by quantitative measurements and we plan to investigate in this direction in a next future. with the simple meaning of "a merger does not create risk" [38] . The global risk of a portfolio will always be less than the sum of its partial risks due to diversification, unless it is equal when it is triggered by concurrent events. In any case it is not "natural" the possibility that the global risk is higher than the sum of the partial risks. In Reference [42] one can find the simple example of a bank made of several branches; once the capital requirement of each branch is evaluated, the regulator has to be confident that also the overall bank capital is an adequate one, without allowing the possibility that the whole bank risk turn out to be much bigger than the sum of the branches' risks. Moreover, a measure of risk should consider the entire shape of the tail of losses beyond the VaR [43] , such as in the case of CVaR CVaR α = E{X|X > VaR α } (A2) measuring the mean of losses conditional to the exceedence of the VaR. One could also express the CVaR with the analytical formula
so that the CVaR with α level of confidence is the average of all the VaR with β > α confidence.
Appendix B. Materials and Methods
All data and computer codes associated with the publication are available to readers. Monthly historical series of prices have been downloaded from the website Yahoo Finance (https://it.finance.yahoo.com). Efficient frontiers, both using the mean-variance approach and the CVaR portfolio optimization, have been evaluated using the Financial Toolbox and the Optimization Toolbox of Matlab. The Cauchy's problem given by the ODEs (7), with the transitions probabilities and encounter rate (12)- (17) and with the initial conditions (8) given by the risk of the efficient portfolios, has been solved using the Forward Euler method for differential equations. All graphs have been plotted using Matlab.
